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Project name:

For who:

Date:

Notes: 

Next step: 

BOUNDARY EXAMINATION
Helps you redefine the boundaries  

of your challenge. 2.  Find as many different synonyms or variants as possible for each keyword:

3. Try to rewrite the challenge using the synonyms that fit best. Do this a couple of times with different combinations:

1. Write down your initial challenge and underline the keywords:

keyword 1: keyword 2: keyword 3: keyword 4: keyword 5:

4. Write down your (final) challenge(s) you redefined :

 Make a good discription of your  
 challenge with enough key words. 

2 different sides



belangrijke elementen

name of technique

follow these steps
explanation about  

the technique

key information

How to use it



belangrijke elementen5 why's



belangrijke elementenBoundary examination



belangrijke elementenEmpathy mapping



belangrijke elementenIdeal final result



belangrijke elementenList of demands

 
  

TIPS &TIPS & 
trickstricks

Wishes and demands can be useful in phase 3



belangrijke elementenMindmap
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belangrijke elementenProject sheet



belangrijke elementenStakeholder mapping



belangrijke elementen5W1H



belangrijke elementenMorphologic analysis STEP 1



You want to have all participants on 
the same line about the challenge. 

Which technique will you pick?



Morphological analysis STEP 2



Morphological analysis STEP 3



6-3-5 Brainsketching



6 senses



Break and combine



Conceptual blending



Escape thinking



Alter ego



Lotus blossom



Scamper



Reverse brainstorm



You and your team need to come up 
with at least 100 ideas in one hour. 
Which technique and how would 

you organise it?



affinity mapping



blend matrix



COCD-box



Forced ranking



Habemus ideam



NAF



Paired comparison



Plusses, potentials and concerns



Prefer matrix



Which technique would you pick 
if you had to select a top 10 out of 

200 ideas?



Elevator pitch



Future SWOT



Idea sheet



Is - Is not



Kiss factors



Plus delta



Positioning map



Radar plot



Round number two



Eureka matrix



Sketching



SMART



Storyboard



You want to convince your boss 
that your idea is the best solution 

for the target group. Which 
technique would you use in your 

presentation?



INNOWIZ advanced

INNOWIZ



once you get it, you don’t need them anymore
once you don't need them anymore, you know you got it!



4 phases

selecting the right techniques
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ideasinspiration

9 windows

morpho 2 & 3

6 senses

the lottery

cherry split

scamperrr

lotus blossom

escape thinking

alter ego

6-3-5 brainsketching
reverse brainstorming

mindmap
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enrichchoose

sticky dots

COCD-box

affinity mapping

prefer matrix

NAF

habemus ideam

forced ranking

paired comparison

AIDA

plusses, potentials and concerns



facts
narrativ

e

extern communicationintern test

idea sheet

radar plot

schön matrix

plus delta

SMART

kiss factors

is-is not

storyboard

elevater pitch

round number two

future swot

sketching



Timing & order

4 phases





boundary examination
list of demands
project sheet

morphological analysis step 1
5w1h

persona
ideal final result
benchmarking
google patents

smart goals
specify

smarter synonyms
visual dictionary

wikimindmap
wiktionary

wolfram alpha
wordle

chunking up & down
four cess

cause & effect
tgi model

five why's
graphic jams
breakdown

cause diagram
stakeholder mapping

kiss factors

cherry split
escape thinking

6-3-5 brainsketching
morphological analysis step 2
morphological analysis step 3

job force
conceptual blending

scammperr
reverse brainstorming

break and combine
37 ways to innovate

40 triz principles
ask nature

design to connect
design with intent

espacenet
function database

superheroes
moodstream
9 windows

now and next
bodystorming
the rich uncle
story cubes

banned
service poster

five senses

prefer matrix
aida

plusses, potentials & concerns
forced ranking

naf
cocd-box

habemus ideam
ask 500 people

doodle
maslow pyramid
six thinking hats

sticking dots
plus delta

affinity mapping
12 consumer values
supporting a position

din belg
paired comparison
haalbaar & inclusief

decision trees
what if

impact analysis
ladder of interference

delphi method
codm model

conjoint analysis
futures wheel

radar plot
is - is not

storyboard
smart

idea sheet
elevator pitch

sketching
round number two

business model canvas
business model kit

chartchooser
google sketch-up

moodboard
pecha kucha
prototyping
stormboard
wikiquote

project wall
positioning map

quick and dirty prototyping
future swot

empathy mapping
task analysis grid

service image
role play

tomorrow's headline
offering map





question intake feedback route proposal preparation execute document follow up

process



Do's and dont's

How to facilitate a brainstorm



Question

preparation



don't
tell people everything can be solved with a 

brainstorm, be critical. 



Intake

preparation



don't
have an intake with a person who will not attend 

the brainstorm 



do
use the 5W1H technique to structure the meeting. 



feedback

preparation



do
try to distil all the information in a challenge and 

check if your client agrees.  



do
Check all the practicalities: location, beamer, date,...



preparation

preparation



don't
just pick any technique. 



don't
use techniques you don’t understand. 



do
Grouping the right (amount of) people is key.



do
Think very detailed about timing. 



do
Run through the brainstorm yourself. 



presentation

brainstorm execution



don't
be too late. 



don't
make it very formal. 



don't
make your story too complicated. 



DON'T
do this...



during brainstorm

brainstorm execution



don't
have rooms seperated far from each other. 



don't
have rooms with the smell of hard labour....



keep an eye on
the ‘boss’



the ‘introvert’

keep an eye on



mobile phones

keep an eye on



do
Keep it FUN!



don't
let silence take over.



mobile phones

keep an eye on



keep an eye on
body language



don't
be the guy who interrupts



don't
be a nitpick about time.



don't
let people suffer longer than 3 hours.



problem definition

brainstorm execution



do
Make sure participants know what to do. 



do
it together if they need help.



don't
Make sure the participants are not lost. 



idea generation

brainstorm execution



don't
Be aware of the ‘Yes, but’s



do
Help the participants by adding one or two ideas. 



do
Please doooooo make jokes!



do
Add some competition.



do
Foresee a break!



Hang on!
we’re almost there



idea selection

brainstorm execution



again, don't
be a nitpick.



do
Make sure you have the right technique (many 

ideas vs. some)



don't
Let people pick their safest ideas. 



idea communication

brainstorm execution



do
Make it a happy ending. 



end

brainstorm execution



don't
throw it in the bin or mix papers up. 



documentation

brainstorm execution



don't
try to interpret.



do
Make a clear visual summary.



do
Try to add insights you heared while facilitating.



INNOWIZ exercise

lab 50'



Main goals of lab 50' brainstorm :

• learn how to facilitate, so you can harvest ideas with others.
• learn how to think about organising a design sprint
• learn how to behave during creative moments

Main set-up of lab 50' brainstorm :

(22.11: 3th design sprint, with innowiz card deck)

. 29.11: prepare a brainstorm in teams of max. 3 students

. 6.12: first 2 brainstorms in group of max. 12 students (3 facilitators, 9 participants)

. 13.12: last 2 brainstorms in same group of students

(20.12 final design sprint - examination simulation)




